Brunswik Meeting Agenda
Adam's Mark Hotel St. Louis
Director's Row #26
November 14, 1992

8:15 - 9:00  Continental Breakfast
9:00 - 9:05  Opening Remarks
            Barbara Reilly
9:05 - 9:30  Some Progress Toward a Comprehensive Theory
            Ken Hammond
9:30 - 10:30 Computer Case Simulations: Opportunities for Development Using
             Hypermedia
            Bob Wigton
10:30 - 10:50 Morning Break
10:50 - 11:15 Psychosocial Factors in Favorability Potential in Heart
              Transplant Patients
              Terry Connolly
11:15 - 11:45 Evaluating Group Performance on Cognitive Conflict
              Tasks
            Patricia Reagan-Cirincione
11:45 - 1:00  Lunch on your own
1:00 - 1:30  Mental Models of Dynamic Systems
            Tom Stewart
1:30 - 2:00  Confidence Accuracy
            Janet Sniezek
2:00 - 2:30  Dissemination of Practice Guidelines on Mammography
              Screening Through Cognitive Feedback
            Tom Taylor
2:30 - 4:00  Research in Progress Updates.
              We have had requests from the fold for research progress updates. If
              you are at the meeting please give us a few tidbits; e.g., Doherty's
              recent doings, Rothert's hormone replacement therapy; Mumpower's
              negotiation (some new data?); Poses, Tape, Chaput de Saintonge, &
              Wigton's antibiotic vignette study; Reilly's insight research; Gillis's
              rapport research; and anyone else....

(over)
2:30 - 4:00 cont.  
*Discussion Time.*
We can also use this block of time to discuss issues/papers that have been presented throughout the day.

*Break Time.*
At approximately 3:00 p.m. we will be provided with the traditional afternoon soda break. We can take a short break any convenient time between 3:00 and 4:00

4:00 - 5:00  
*The Psychology of Invention*
Gary Bradshaw

5:00  
*Adjourn....*